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Why alternatives issuers should raise capital from the $12.6 trillion in 
Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs)

Fund raising in the private markets has always been a challenge, but issuers have faced even more hurdles and hindrances in 
recent months. It makes sense, then, that issuers of alternative assets are awakening to the untapped potential of American 
household retirement savings. 


Individuals in the U.S. hold a collective  in IRAs. That's capital private entities can access in 
order to raise, deploy, and grow their funds and other investment vehicles — benefiting issuers and the investors of their 
retirement savings alike. 

$12.6 trillion of retirement savings

Individuals in the U.S. hold a collective 
 in IRAs. 

$12.6 
trillion of retirement savings

When issuers offer alternative assets like private equity, private credit, or real assets to everyday investors, they can tap into 
this massive pool of capital. But that’s just the beginning.


We sat down with , Director of Issuer Relations at AltoIRA, to explore the various ways issuers of alternative 
assets can benefit by fundraising from individual investors and their IRAs.

Kacie Connors

https://www.ici.org/statistical-report/ret_23_q3
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kacieconnors
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Huge pools of largely untapped capital lay beyond conventional 
institutional fundraising

“  of investable household assets are held in general equities through their retirement accounts,” says Kacie. 
“If you, as an issuer, utilize IRAs as a funding method, you can tap into the trillions of investable assets sitting in retirement 
accounts.”

Seventy percent

“Seventy percent of investable household assets are held in  
general equities through their retirement accounts. If you, as an issuer,  

utilize IRAs as a funding method, you can tap into the trillions of 
 investable assets sitting in retirement accounts.”

Kacie Connors, 
Director of Issuer Relations at AltoIRA

Kacie’s team helps issuers find the right avenue for connecting with investors, whether that’s on Alto Marketplace, through 
an API partnership, or by opening an issuer account on Alto’s investment portal. 

AcreTrader is a real estate investing platform that makes it easy to 
buy shares of farmland and earn passive income.

AngelList’s mission is to increase the number of successful 
startups in the world and has built the leading platform for early-
stage venture investing.

The CalTier Fund opens the door to professionally managed 
institutional grade multi-family investments not typically available 
to the retail investor.

Capital Engine’s® marketplace is filling a massive gap in the US 
market in funding private capital markets and alternative 
investments.

Constitution Lending is a real estate debt investing platform that 
lets individual investors diversify their portfolios into short term, 
high yield, real estate loans.

Equifund is a private market investment platform that delivers 
select, early-stage opportunities to both accredited and non 
accredited investors.

FarmTogether is a farmland investment manager powered by 
cutting-edge tech. Through their end-to-end platform, investors 
can browse carefully vetted farmland investments.

Our platform allows anyone to invest in innovative projects and 
companies that create long-term impact through the development 
of public infrastructure.

Masterworks is the only platform that lets you invest in multi-million 
dollar works of art by artists like Basquiat, Picasso, Banksy, and 
more.

Prosper enables clients to invest in loans and diversify their 
portfolio with a unique alternative investment opportunity in peer-
to-peer lending.

SPPX’s Fintech approach reduces friction, assures compliance, and 
soon will offer a blockchain-based distributed ledger to manage 
stakeholders.

Supervest is a revolutionary funding platform that provides 
investors with access to invest in the high yield small business 
funding via the merchant cash advance (MCA) asset class.

https://mitsloan.mit.edu/shared/ods/documents?PublicationDocumentID=9994
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For example, Alto Marketplace enables issuers to raise publicly, allowing Alto to take a proactive role in marketing specific 
investment offerings in addition to providing broader education on alternative investing. This two sided-familiarity fosters 
deeper, more committed partnerships between investors and issuers alike. 


Upon confirming which Alto fundraising method meets the needs of their motivation to raise IRA capital, “issuers can provide 
investors more ways to participate in their offerings, either as a newcomer or a repeat investor,” says Kacie.

“One of the barriers to investing is education. Everyday investors 
don’t all understand what venture capital or real estate is, and how those 

assets produce returns. We provide the education to investors to 
know what alternative assets are, how they operate, and how to assess 

which specific opportunities may meet their needs.”

Kacie Connors, 
Director of Issuer Relations at AltoIRA

Capital commitments from retail investors can jumpstart a flywheel 
for issuers

Over time, these channels can nurture a progressive flywheel: 

1. When investors champion certain 
asset classes because they believe in 
the management team or the entity’s 
mission, issuers learn more about retail  
investors’ appetites. 

2. With this insight, issuers can 
strategize and scale more efficiently, by 
tailoring their fundraising strategy to 
feedback from the retail market.

3. Finally, issuers can deploy that 
newly raised capital to reach new 
heights, before returning to 
fundraise again and again. 

This is a grow-raise-grow cycle that institutional investors have enjoyed for decades. Now, issuers and their 

increasingly active retail investor counterparts can experience it for themselves.
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“At the time, I didn't have the disposable income to participate in 
alternatives. I did, however, have a meaningful 401(k) sitting at Morgan 

Stanley. Had I known about Alto, I would've rolled over my 401(k) and 
invested in a few of the WIN Lab companies through my IRA.”

Kacie Connors, 
Director of Issuer Relations at AltoIRA

Today, Alto gives individuals like Kacie the opportunity to invest in 
alternative assets with the funds sitting in their retirement accounts.

By connecting with these investors, issuers of alternative assets can experience: 

An investor group that’s  
shown their eagerness for 
alternatives

Streamlined processes  
for issuers, fund managers,  
and investors alike

An issuer/investor relationship 
that encourages trust and repeat 
investments

Interested in learning more? Head to Alto to invest in alts today.

Get started

https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/babson-college-women-innovating-now
https://app.altoira.com/login
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